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Reframing the role of lead users in radical innovations

In this study, we intend to reframe the role of lead users in radical innovations by merging insights from open innovation with the existing literature on lead user cooperation in the context of radical innovations. Furthermore, we focus on technology driven, industrial innovations that are developed to a large extent in a business to business (B2B) context. Radical or breakthrough innovations have been defined in different ways. Leifer et al. (2000, p.5) define them as follows: “... radical innovation concerns the development of new business or product lines – based on new ideas or technologies or substantial cost reductions – that transform the economics of a business and therefore require exploration competencies”. Radical innovations are thus a product or process innovation that has the potential for significant improvements in performance or cost.

The role of lead users in the development and commercialisation of radical innovations has been explored by several scholars. Following von Hippel, we assume that lead users differ from ordinary users with respect to two characteristics. First, lead users face needs months or years before the majority of the users encounter them. Second, they can benefit significantly from obtaining a solution to those needs and therefore will be highly motivated to engage in the innovation process (von Hippel, 1986). There has been a burgeoning literature on the role of lead users innovation and the management of the relationships between them and the innovating companies. However, most of the research was directed towards communities of users in software development or products where the creativity of individual users plays a crucial role in the development of the product (Dahlander and Magnusson, 2005; Henkel, 2006; von Hippel, 2005). The role of lead users in technology driven, industrial environments has also been analysed (Leifer et al., 2000; Mc Dermott, 1999; McDermott and O’Connor, 2002; O’Conner et al., 2008). Managing relations between the innovating firms and user communities is quite different from lead user interactions of large industrial companies that have a deep understanding of science based technological know-how and intend to create new business opportunities in collaboration with lead users.

Lead user innovation can also be analysed as the co-creation of a new product or business by different companies and it is in this way a particular form of open innovation. During the last two decades, an increasing number of large firms have abandoned the closed innovation system in favour of a more ‘open’ innovation model (Arora et al.,
Large, industrial firms nowadays use flexible innovation strategies relying heavily on externally sourced technology. As a result, corporate venturing investments, strategic alliances and technology licensing play a crucial role in boosting innovation success. These firms use open innovation to improve the performance of their existing business, but they also tap into external technology sources to create new businesses or to transform the company in line with the corporate strategy. Science based, radical technological innovations are a major source of new business developments and business transformation. Innovating companies are progressively building the required knowledge base in cooperation with external partners (O’Connor, 2006; O’Connor et al., 2008).

Hence, open innovation is an appropriate research framework to analyse the introduction of radical, technology based innovations in collaboration with lead users. However, to our knowledge most open innovation scholars focused on the relationship between large innovating firms and upstream players such as universities, research labs, and specialised suppliers, or with specific service companies and knowledge brokers such as Innocentive, Ninesigma Yourencore and others. Lead users have largely been neglected so far, although different authors have been researching the interaction with user communities in a business-to-consumer (B2C) context. In this study, we propose to reframe the role of lead users in the development and commercialisation of technology based radical innovations using the open innovation perspective. Open innovation offers a specific framework to analyse the cooperation between the innovating firm and its innovation partners and therefore has the potential to give a fresh look at the lead user interaction in radical innovations. However, since open innovation focuses on firms’ interactions with technology suppliers and not on user interaction, we also claim that the open innovation framework should be adapted to understand and take advantage of the potential of lead user interaction.

Connecting open innovation to the existing literature about lead user interaction for the development and commercialisation of radical innovations results in three themes reframing the role of lead users.

First, research about lead user interaction has focused on individual relationships between the innovation firm and lead users (Lyn et al., 1996; Lettl et al., 2006; McDermott and O’Connor, 2002). These studies have led to a number of recommendations for managing relations with lead users at the dyad level. However, lead user research should not only focus on the dyad level but also at the value network level in order to link the role of customers to the open innovation strategy of firms. We start with the observation that technology by itself has no commercial value. Technologies only add value to customers or customers’ customers when they can be translated into major improvements in performance or lower costs for these ‘targeted customers’. However, most publications about lead user interactions implicitly assume that the lead users coincide with the targeted customers. This is however, not the case for many radical innovations as they require the establishment of a new value network with different players along the value chain (Normann and Ramirez, 1993; Normann, 2001; Vanhaverbeke and Cloodt, 2006). Target customers can be end consumers (e.g., individuals consuming fresh GM-tomatoes with improved flavour while the biotech firm introducing the tomatoes is an upstream company) or other players downstream the value chain. This implies that an extensive network of partners along the value chain have to be involved in the development and commercialisation of the radical innovation. As a result, we argue that the focus of lead user research should migrate from the dyad level to the
value network level. We will illustrate this shift by means of a radical innovation developed by a European chemical specialties producer who invented a special laser additive that can be added to a polymer to enable laser marking.

Second, radical innovations require a long period before they reach the market and therefore a funnel concept is instrumental for their analysis. The funnel is a central concept in the analysis of both open innovation and radical innovations (Cooper, 1990; Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1994), but the consequences for successful collaboration with external partners has not been explored in depth. Hence, we will focus on the dynamics of the relationship between innovators and their lead users from idea generation till market launch. This dynamic view on the relationship will reveal that ‘lead user’ is an ambiguous concept covering a whole range of innovation partners with different roles in the innovation process.

Finally, open innovation “…means that valuable ideas can come from inside or outside the company and can go to market from inside or outside the company as well.” [Chesbrough (2003), p.43]. In open innovation, companies look inside-out and outside-in across the fuzzy-frond end, the development and the commercialisation stage (Docherty, 2006). This implies that the traditional view in which innovating firms and lead users jointly turn a radical innovation into a new product or process is only one of the many possible outcomes. In the era of open innovation, innovating firms have the possibility to licence out technologies, to exit external ventures in which they are involved, to spin-out internal ventures or to commercialise a technology as a new product or application. Hence, co-developing a new product with lead users is only one of the many options to engage in a user relationship in open innovation. Whether the innovator intends to licence technologies, to spin-out a venture or to develop new products will have a profound impact on the way the innovator collaborates with lead users.

The role of lead-users in the development and commercialisation of radical innovations will be illustrated by several case studies (Eisenhardt, 1989; Gummesson, 2007a, 2007b; Yin, 2003). The cases that are presented in this study illustrate the development process of radical innovations at DSM. This is a Dutch Specialty Chemicals and Materials company that is active worldwide: in 2008, the group had annual sales of EUR 9.3 billion and employed about 23,500 people. These different cases were originally developed to analysed radical innovations in a B2B setting. They were not developed to analyse the role of lead-users as this is only one dimension of the development and commercialisation of radical innovations. As a result, we should consider the case studies as illustrations of the arguments we develop. For data collection, we relied on semi-structured interviews with experts and managers at DSM at different points in time in the period 1997–2007. One case study required several interviews with different people that were involved in the radical innovation project. A typical interview took between two and four hours. Respondents included corporate managers, project managers and technical staff of the innovation teams. This primary interview data was complemented with secondary material in the form of intermediate business plans and corporate presentations. Respondents were regularly contacted by telephone or e-mail for follow-up conversations and clarification questions.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. We start in Section 2 with the analysis of how innovating companies and lead users can jointly create value and how the latter is appropriated by both types of actors. As value creation and appropriation are part of a business model approach, we also discuss the role of lead-users in each dimension of the business model. Next, we take a more dynamic approach by looking at the role of
Creating and appropriating value with lead users: the role of the value network

Interaction with lead users is a crucial but complex aspect of the development and commercialisation process of radical innovations. In this section, we explain how lead user interaction can contribute to value creation and appropriation and how it can help to conceive and implement an appropriate business model for the radical innovation.

Introducing the ‘value network’ concept is necessary to understand how value is created and captured by different actors when the innovating firm’s lead users and (potential) customers differ from target customers (i.e., those that are targeted to benefit from the innovation).

2.1 Creating customer value

We start from the observation that technology by itself has no economic value. The value of a technological invention remains latent until it is commercialised in some way (see also Chesbrough, 2003). In order to understand how an innovation creates value, we have to make a distinction between three types of actors: target customers, customers and lead-users. Customers can be defined as those actors to whom an innovating firm is selling or intends to sell in the future. Target customers (sometimes also called end-users) are those actors for whom an innovation is expected to create value. Lead users display two characteristics:

1. they face needs that will be general in a marketplace – but face them months or years before the bulk of the marketplace encounters them

2. They expect to benefit significantly by obtaining a solution to those needs (von Hippel, 1986).

In this context, it is also interesting to quote Danneels (2004, p.255–256): “I also have observed a misguided critique of the ‘lead-user methodology’, the famed approach to creating new products formulated by von Hippel (1986) and colleagues. Unfortunately, Christensen and Bower (1996, p.211) noted in parentheses that the axiom to “stay close to your customers” is supported by the research of von Hippel (1986). However, the detractors of the lead-user method fail to appreciate that lead users are not necessarily current customers. In fact, most often they are not customers at all. In contrast, the lead-user technique may be a great way to identify promising disruptive technologies (for an illustration, see von Hippel et al., 1999). This misunderstanding may be blamed on a confusion of terminology. Even Christensen and Raynor (2000, p.43) use the term lead customers [see also Christensen and Bower (1996), p.207]. We urge scholars and practitioners to be careful to distinguish ‘lead customers’ and ‘lead users’ and to understand the latter concept in terms of the research stream started by von Hippel over two decades ago.” In the next paragraphs we show that target customers, customers and
lead users can be three different groups of actors in a value network. The three groups can coincide but this is highly unlikely in the case of radical innovations.

The value of a radical innovation for (potential) target customers will ultimately determine its economic value. As a result, a market-oriented approach is crucial for the success of a radically new product. This implies a thorough understanding of target customers’ needs and wants, the competitive situation and the nature of the market (Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1994). Nevertheless, this market orientation is missing in the majority of firms’ technology driven new product projects (Cooper, 1990). Especially for discovery driven innovations, it is crucial that attention is directed to the integration of the customer perspective.

In some cases, recognising the commercial value of radical innovations is relatively easy. Take for instance the Micabs case. The innovating company, DSM, discovered a chemical that independent of the polymer to which it is added enables high quality laser marking. Segments ranging from security card producers to synthetic wine cork producers value the innovation and the technology is spreading to numerous application areas the development manager had not even thought of at the beginning. High quality laser marking does not require to invent new applications, it just replaces conventional marking techniques in a broad range of existing applications like animal identification, synthetic corks, plastic caps and closures, security and credit cards, cable wire and tubes, film and laminate, etc. Consequently, this is a radical technology commercialisation process that is going exceptionally fast since the technological discovery in May 2002.

The economic benefits for customers are straightforward in this case as the value of marking applications was already in place long before the new laser marking technique of DSM was invented. This new technique has a number of advantages: it has an outstanding performance (unparalleled laser marker performance, retention of chemical resistance, mechanical and electrical properties and no background discoloration), it lowers production costs, it is highly versatile as it can be used in many polymers and processing techniques and it is safe and easy to handle. However, recognising the value for radical innovations is in most cases much more complex. On one hand, radical innovations are usually challenging for the innovating company because it is not obvious which applications or markets might benefit from it. On the other hand, customers are in most cases not capable of recognising the value of a new technology for their markets. This is not really surprising since they can only partly articulate their needs. Hamel and Prahalad (1994) argue that there are many unexploited opportunities because companies only meet the articulated needs of current customers; the commercialisation potential of radical innovations lies in many cases in latent needs instead of articulated ones (Slater and Nayer, 1998). A strong focus on existing customers might blind the search for latent needs (Christensen, 1997). Some scholars have developed methods for digging deeper into unarticulated customers’ needs (Aaker et al., 2000; Leonard and Rayport, 1997). Once these unarticulated needs are identified, potential customers have to be educated about the value of the product and how their value activities can be enhanced using the new product. This is basically a mutual learning process in which the innovating company and lead users discover where and how added value can be created in the value chain of downstream industries.

The Dyneema fibre, another breakthrough product of the same company offers a nice example. The Dyneema is a high performance fibre. Fibres have different technical characteristics such as strength, modulus, elongation, density, energy absorption and resistance to abrasion, moisture, UV-radiation and chemicals. New performance materials
are usually performing better on some but not on all technical characteristics for a particular application. Identifying the right combination of these characteristics determines how valuable the product will be as a business solution for a particular application.

Strong fibres might for instance be used in personal armour applications such as helmets, bullet proof vests and protective shields in which high impact resistance and low weight are essential. In other applications however, other technical features may be essential. In ropes, strength, low elasticity, abrasion resistance, UV-light and moisture resistance are the ‘value creating’ technical characteristics. Different combinations of these characteristics lead to a broad range of potential applications. Combinations of technical characteristics may indicate that a new application might be better than competing products in terms of technical performance but it does not inform us about its potential commercial success. As a result, the process of creating value from a radical technological innovation might be complex when the potential applications cannot be identified in advance. We focus on this value creating process in the next section.

2.2 Translate technical characteristics into customer value

The technical characteristics and performance of the new product vis-à-vis those of existing products are the basis for the value propositions of these products in the market. The technical characteristics as such are by no means sufficient to convince potential customers to use an innovative product. Potential customers have to translate these technical characteristics into unique value propositions that the customer understands and values. We illustrate this with Dyneema, a high performance fibre developed and commercialised by DSM. Strong fibres can for instance, be used in the rope industry, but rope manufacturers are not necessarily interested in stronger materials. Why would a rope maker need a fibre that is 15 times stronger than steel when fabricating a thicker rope out of traditional materials provides the same technical characteristics in a satisfactory and cost-effective way? Moreover, these new products are in most cases sold at a premium price compared to substitutes (with inferior technical characteristics).

The creation of customer value is based on the idea of how the use of the new product can add value to the customer or the customer’s customers. The sources of value creation or the value drivers are the factors that enhance the total value created within the value chain of the customer. The technical features of a new product create value only if a particular feature can improve the functioning of one or more value activities of the customer or target customers more downstream in the value chain. Usually, a combination of several product features determines the value for the customers. The product can be successfully sold in applications where this set of features is superior to competing offerings and where customers are willing to pay a premium for that advantage.

Take fishing nets as another Dyneema application. Fishing nets made of the strong fibre are stronger, lighter and last longer than nylon nets. As the fibre is strong, nets can have very narrow twines compared to the normally used polyamide and polyolefin based nets. This enables commercial fishermen to fish more efficiently: the narrow twines decrease drag in the water, saving time and/or fuel or they can use larger nets increasing productivity. The value of this application is obvious for fishermen and they are willing to pay a premium price for it. In this case, the targeted customers are not the customers of the innovating firm (fishing net manufacturers) but customers of the customers. This
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application furthermore shows that innovating companies sometimes have to manage the whole value system in order to get the innovation introduced in the market.

It is important to notice that different types of customers (in different application markets) each value other combinations of several (but not all) technical features of the fibre. In other words, the set of technical features that create value varies according to the application. The innovating firm can determine the different sets of valuable technical features by interacting with lead users from the different application markets. This is illustrated for the Dyneema fibre in the following table.

Table 1  Value creation by combining different technical characteristics per application: the case of the Dyneema fibre

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength (on weight basis)</th>
<th>Low weight (floats on water)</th>
<th>High modules, low elasticity</th>
<th>Resistance to moisture</th>
<th>(high energy absorption)</th>
<th>Abrasion resistant</th>
<th>Chemical resistant</th>
<th>Heat-conductive</th>
<th>Cut resistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ropes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nets/fishing lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal armour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sportswear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtration in food and chemical industries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: compiled from various interviews with Dyneema managers

This table indicates that Dyneema can be used in different applications by combining a set of technical characteristics that jointly create value for a (target) customer. The interesting point is that DSM engineers and management were in many cases initially not aware how different characteristics could create value for a particular application. This required detailed knowledge from particular industries and applications that only lead users possessed: the joint learning process between engineers of the innovating firm and lead users leads to a growing understanding of the technical possibilities of the product and how they can be translated into benefits for particular applications.

2.3 Capturing value from radical innovations

Breakthrough applications not only have to create value for customers, but they should also be profitable in a sustainable way. Profitability requires that the innovating firm can capture part of the value created by the radical innovation. Capturing value from applications of breakthrough innovations that improve the performance of customers’ product or reduce their operating costs is related to the so-called ‘value based pricing’ strategy. This strategy starts from the value created in a particular application and part of that value is captured by the firm depending on its negotiation position vis-à-vis its
customers. When radical innovations can be used in different application, they will also usually be priced differently, depending on the relative value they generate for the customer.

Close interactions between the innovating firm and lead users during the development phase of a radical innovation are necessary to understand how the innovation can create value for a particular group of potential customers. These frequent interactions over an extended period of time also reveal the cost structure of different value activities of the lead user’s business. As lead user interaction provides the innovating firm interesting information about the lead user’s business model, the former is well informed as to how much value can be created by breakthrough innovations and consequently, how much of that value it can appropriate.

3 Lead user interaction and business model development

Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) argue that business models play a crucial role in the transition from technological characteristics into the creation of economic value. “The business model provides a coherent framework that takes technological characteristics and potentials as inputs, and converts them through customers and markets into economic inputs. The business model is thus conceived as a focusing device that mediates between technology development and economic value creation.” [Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002), p.532]. The functions of the business model are:

1. how to articulate the value proposition
2. how to identify potential customer or market segments
3. how to structure the value chain in the company to produce and distribute the offering
4. the estimation of the cost structure and profit potential of the offering
5. how to position the company in the value network
6. how to formulate the competitive strategy (Afuah and Tucci, 2001; Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002; Magretta, 2002).

Without analysing the role of business models in detail, it is a small step to frame the role of lead users in a business model. Business models have been used so far to analyse how innovative companies can establish profitable businesses by creating value for (potential) customers, but, to our knowledge, business model thinking has not been related to the interaction between the innovating company and lead users. The advantage of using the business model concept in the analysis of the role of lead users is two-fold. First, it directs the attention of the interaction between the innovating firm and the lead users on value creation and appropriation, i.e., two crucial strategic aspects in developing a profitable business as we have mentioned before. A business model is a mediating construct between technology and economic value which gives lead users and potential customers a central role in the process of generating value from technical inventions. A new technology can only become a commercial success by analysing how potential customers’ value chain activities can be enhanced by using the technology. Second, the business model also indicates that the development and commercialisation of radically
new products entails much more than identifying the value proposition and the market segment that will be served. An innovating company does not only create customer value but it also has to identify the value chain and eco-system that is required to create the new product and how it will appropriate part of the created value. Appropriating value depends on the power balance between the company, its customers, suppliers, competitors, new entrants, and complementors (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Porter, 1980). This in turn requires a careful analysis of process and cost structure, given the value proposition and the value chain chosen, the management of value network and the formulation of the competitive strategy based on the business model (Chesbrough, 2003).

Radical innovations are quite heterogeneous and as a result, some of these functions of the business model will be more difficult to solve in one case, while other functions might be puzzling in another case. Take for instance a radically new process innovation for the production of performance rubber that significantly decreases capital costs and variable production costs. The economic benefits for customers are straightforward in this case. Since this is a major process innovation, there is no need to articulate the value proposition or to identify the market segment. However, the estimation of cost structure and pricing strategy are crucial for the commercial success of the innovation. The oligopolistic structure in the rubber industry offers the option to sell the technology to a competitor or joining forces with one of them. Compare this with the Dyneema case: determining the cost structure and pricing strategy is important, but the identification of interesting applications and the shaping and fine-tuning of the value proposition are serious management challenges in this setting. The Dyneema case illustrates nicely that imagining and validating potentially interesting applications for a technology driven radical innovation might be a very risky and slowly evolving process. Learning about potential applications and customers is crucial but it is also challenging since it requires a relation based on trust in order to find out how particular technical characteristics of technology can deliver value for a specific application.

We have already mentioned that translating technological characteristics of radical innovations into valuable economic output for potential customers is a difficult process. The role of lead users should not be analysed solely within the context of the dyadic relationship between the innovating firm and the lead user. We should rather start from a business model that analyses how a set of firms in the value chain jointly create value by introducing a new product and appropriate part of that value for themselves. In the case of the Dyneema fishing nets this set of firms includes DSM, the fishnet manufacturers and the fishing industry. A biotech firm who intends to strengthen cotton fibres has to find different innovation partners in the value going from seed companies, over farmers and packers, to the textile and garment manufacturers. A food specialty manufacturer who intends to introduce a radically new solution for obesity has to involve all the downstream channel partners to successfully develop and commercialise the product. This broader framework shifting the attention from the dyadic relation between the two firms towards the value network will allow us to better understand the role of the lead user.

In short, a business model is a promising concept to understand whether radical innovations can be turned into profitable businesses or not. However, there is also a need to refine our thinking about business models: They are usually analysed in a static way but they should be considered as the outcome of a dynamic process that turns radically
new technologies into profitable businesses in which the analysis of lead user interaction plays a critical role. We discuss this in the next section.

4 Differentiating the role of lead users in different phases of the funnel

Radical innovations require – almost by definition – an extensive period before they reach the market. Therefore, the funnel is a central concept in the analysis of both open innovation and radical innovations (Cooper, 1990; Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1994). Innovating firms diligently use a stage-gate process to reduce the initial uncertainties in subsequent steps. The funnel concept is an interesting management tool for innovating firms, but it is not taking the collaboration with external key players such as lead users into the spotlight. Interestingly, the open innovation framework (Chesbrough, 2003) heavily draws on the funnel concept and makes its boundaries permeable so that external players come into the picture. Chesbrough has highlighted the role of technology providers (universities, research labs, IP-brokers, high-tech start-ups, etc.) but remains relatively silent about customer driven innovation and the role of lead users. In this section, we focus on the role of lead users in developing radical innovations adopting a dynamic approach that is inherent to the funnel. We make a distinction between early and late stages in the funnel.

4.1 Opportunity recognition in early stages

Radical innovations are high-risk ventures for innovating firms because of the uncertainty the innovating company is confronted with. Uncertainty is especially high in the first stages of the funnel. Leifer et al. (2000) distinguish uncertainty into market, technological, resource and organisational uncertainty. Market uncertainty is particularly relevant in the case of radical innovations (Davidow, 1986; Moriarty and Kosnik, 1989; Mohr, 2001; Shanklin and Ryans, 1987). In a context of radical innovation, market uncertainty typically relates to “the challenge of understanding markets that may not yet exist or that will be fundamentally transformed by the introduction of the radical innovation” [Leifer et al. (2000), p.75]. Besides market uncertainty, firms have also to cope with technological uncertainty when they start a radical innovation project. New technologies are initially unstable in their functional performance and a set of economically feasible applications need to be identified and realised (Leifer et al., 2000). Resource and organisational uncertainty refers to the unpredictable swings in organisational support and resources that are allocated for radical innovation projects (Leifer et al., 2000). In large firms, business units constantly compete for resources. When the company faces a financial crisis resources are likely to be drained away from radical innovation projects in favour of incremental innovations with a clear short-term return. In this situation, managers focus on the realisation of short-term gains, not on growth engines for the company in the long term.

These three types of uncertainty are crucial in understanding radical innovations but within the context of open innovation and lead users’ role in developing radical innovations, there should be more emphasis on ‘relational uncertainty’. Relational uncertainty between two or more innovation partners is frequently analysed in terms of transaction cost economics (Williamson, 1975, 1985) and is the result of distrust, asymmetric information and potential lock-in situations. However, relational uncertainty
is not only the result of transaction cost considerations. One can also take a cognitive perspective on uncertainty. Different firms have different cognitive structures which they have been building up in the past (Weick, 1979). When an innovating firm and lead users start to cooperate, there can be quite some confusion as both firms cannot understand each other because of the differences in cognitive structures. The opportunity recognition literature has been analysing this in detail (O’Conner et al., 2001a, 2001b; Rice et al., 2002a, 2002b; Veryzer, 2003).

We illustrate this with the early history of the fishing net applications of Dyneema. In 1986, Dyneema managers were approached by engineers from Hampidjan, a prominent fishing net manufacturer based in Iceland. Hampidjan was founded in 1934 and is nowadays one of the largest suppliers to the worldwide fishing industry, serving customers all over the world. The company tries to differentiate from competitors through innovation. Pioneer research and development in both materials and fishing gear is part of the cultural heritage of the company. The firm also has a history of cooperating with skippers and fishing firms to continuously increase effectiveness of industrial fishing.

In 1986, Hampidjan engineers wanted to explore the potential applications of Dyneema for industrial fishing nets since the existing material for nets [high density polyethylene (HDPE)] was a mature product. Dyneema managers could not understand why Hampidjan’s people were enthusiastic about Dyneema as a new material for fishing nets. DSM managers were convinced that Dyneema’s most important performance parameter was strength per unit of weight. Dyneema also has a low density, so that Dyneema ropes float on water. A fishing net made of Dyneema would float, making the strength per unit of weight performance feature irrelevant. DSM had no prior experience with the fishing industry and it took a long time before both parties came to the mutual understanding that for this specific application the smaller twine diameter is the valuable performance feature instead of strength per unit of weight. Smaller twines lead to significantly less drag in water than fishing net of similar size and strength made out of HDPE. This, in turn, offers fishermen the advantage of economising on fuel and engine power or to increase their catch by fishing with larger nets on the same boat.

For this application, strength per unit of diameter is the determinant performance parameter instead of strength per unit of weight. The fishing net application was the first application in which diameter is more important than weight. DSM managers had a hard time how the ‘diameter logic’ could be applied to the Dyneema fibre because of their existing way of thinking that was shaped by earlier applications of the fibre. Later on, they discovered that the fishing net application was not the only application in which diameter is more important than weight.

4.2 Lead user involvement in the late stages

Lead users can be valuable partners for innovating firms over the whole length of the funnel but their role changes as the radical innovation project migrates through the funnel. The business model concept which is a central concept in open innovation might help us to understand how the role of lead users shifts when a radical innovation proceeds from the fuzzy front end towards the launch of a first application is. Radical, technology driven innovations usually start with some vague ideas how a technological invention can be turned into a profitable application. The business model is gradually constructed in the earlier phases of the funnel together with lead users. Once the customer segment is
targeted and the value proposition takes shape, the relationship between the lead user and the innovating firms changes considerably and can lead to conflicts if the process is not managed correctly.

The reason is that, once the different dimensions of the business model crystallises during the development of the radical innovation, both partners know how the value will be created and how much value will be created in the end. At that point, the partners can start to think about their own position and how they expect to make profits from the radical innovation. Value appropriation considerations can become a considerable problem in the relationship between the innovator and the lead user. The power of a lead user depends on different factors. First, its power vis-à-vis the innovating firm decreases when there are other lead users with whom the innovator can collaborate. Second, the lead user has less power when its role in developing the market or in establishing the value network is small. Next, lead users can have considerable negotiation power when they are a major customer for existing products of the innovator. Similarly, they have a better bargaining position when the cost structure is unknown to the innovating firm.

As in other situations, the distribution of the total value created thus depends on bargaining power of the different players (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996). However, we should not forget that in the cooperation with lead users the quality of the cooperation determines the success of the venture and total value created. As a result, capturing value has to be considered jointly with value creating strategies. Therefore, there is always a tension that has to be managed between the necessity to invigorate the collaboration on one hand and to guarantee firm level profitability on the other hand. Good collaborative deals can help a lot in this matter (Bamford et al., 2003).

5 Open innovation and new challenges for lead user interaction in radical innovations

In the closed innovation model, innovating firms have in theory two options. Either a radical innovations leads to a successful introduction of a new product, or it fails, in which case the technology is mothballed. If the radical innovation is co-developed successfully with a lead-user, the latter will benefit from the introduction of a new product or process. However, if the radical innovation fails, then the lead user usually ends up with empty hands and in most cases has already stopped the cooperation with the innovating company because the economic benefits of the innovation did not materialise as expected. On average, innovation partners will kill a project too late because they have only the choice between a failure and a successful launch of the new product. As they want to avoid the failure scenario they will continue to invest in the project even when it is already clear that it has almost no chance to succeed.

The open innovation framework changes this situation considerably because in this framework there are different ways to benefit from a particular innovation. Figure 1 illustrates the different possibilities. In open innovation, innovating firms and lead users can turn a radical innovation into a new product or process. But in contrast to closed innovation, open innovation offers innovating firms additional options: they can licence out technologies, spin-out internal ventures or divest new businesses that perform below the preset growth and profitability criteria. Consequently, innovating firms do not have to think in dichotomous terms of success and failure. If a breakthrough innovation cannot be transformed into a new business for the company, the latter can still make a profit by
licensing out the technology or spin-out the venture. These options are not ‘failures’ but alternative ways to exploit a technology that cannot be transformed into a new product or business for the innovating firm. Managers will, in this situation, discontinue a project early on considering the different options to generate cash from the technology. These alternative options also create opportunities and challenges for lead-users.

**Figure 1** Outside-in and inside-out options in open innovation

![Diagram of outside-in and inside-out options](image)

*Source: Kirschbaum (2005)*

Whether the innovator licences IP, spins out a venture, or develops a new product has a profound impact on the return of the cooperation for the lead user. When the collaboration starts, lead users should be aware of the fact that different exit scenarios are possible. Lead-users will, of course, be interested in collaborating to create a new product and strengthen in that way their competitive position in the product market. However, radical innovations take a long time to reach the market and the chance to have a successful product launch is small. The innovating firm might decide to cancel the project, to licence the related IP, or to spin it out. All these options might seriously affect the lead user. It is, therefore important that they negotiate up front what will happen in these scenarios. Lead users – especially small firms – should also be aware that large companies might be interested to acquire them, because they could be critical in the further development or commercialisation of a radical innovation. Open innovation also opens opportunities for the lead-users. They may be the first candidate to in-licence the technology. They may also participate in the spin-out when the innovating firm decides to take that direction. In short, open innovation may create some serious management challenges for a lead-user but it creates new business opportunities as well.

Finally, lead-users may benefit in an indirect way from the ‘inbound’ open innovation activities of the innovating firm. The latter can choose to scout new technologies, to have
extensive research deals with universities and research-labs, to licence-in technology and to spin in external ventures. These different alternatives to tap into externally generated technologies give the innovating firm the option to take fewer risks by internalising radical innovation projects in a later stage (Vanhaverbeke et al., 2008). In this way, innovating companies do not always have to invite lead-users in an early stage which reduces the probability of tensions between them as a result of high technology and market risks.

We should keep in mind that lead-users collaborate with innovating companies to improve the performance of their products or services. Consequently, when an innovator decides not to proceed with the development of the product, lead-users are confronted with serious problems. Even if the innovating company decides to licence the IP or to spin-off the venture, lead-users have to take tough decisions. This is even more pronounced in the case where tacit knowledge is involved. Transfer of IP or the divestment of the venture will cut off the lead-user from the tacit or contextual knowledge of the original innovating company. Finally, in many of these cases, lead-users have to find a new partner to further develop the innovative product. As a new partnership has to be established, transaction problems may emerge, prior personal networks might not be present, trustful relations may be hard to establish and new potential innovation partners may be competitors of the original innovator. All these implementation problems indicate that open innovation may generate new options for lead-users in theory, but in practice it might be too difficult to realise those benefits.

6 Conclusions and discussion

In this study, we reframed the role of lead users in radical innovations by blending insights from open innovation with the existing literature on lead user cooperation in the context of radical innovations. We focused on potential contributions of the open innovation framework for a better understanding of the role of lead users in B2B industries.

First, the ‘business model’ concept is a centrepiece in open innovation and can improve our understanding of the role of lead users by focusing our attention on value creation and value capturing. The value creation process is the underlying driver through which customer interaction contributes to the technology commercialisation process. Next, the role of lead users should not be analysed within the dyadic relationship with the innovating firms if value is created for target customers downstream the value chain. The process view on the role of lead-user interactions also offers several opportunities to improve the business model concept: the business model is usually presented in a static way, but in reality the outcome of continuous interaction between the innovating firms and the lead user.

Open innovation is tightly connected to the innovation funnel, indicating that the open innovation process is a dynamic process. Accordingly, we analysed how the role of lead users varies throughout the funnel. As the commercialisation process migrates through the funnel, the information from lead users becomes more specialised. Furthermore, as the commercialisation process progresses, uncertainty is reduced and a higher level of commitment and trust is needed from both partners to continue the collaboration. The competition between the partners to appropriate value becomes
increasingly manifest as the business model takes shape during the development and the commercialisation process.

Finally, open innovation broadens the number of options to create value from radical innovations. The innovating firm can licence out the IP, it can create a spin off or it can divest the business. Lead users should be aware of these exit scenarios. They have to consider up front whether they are interested in being a licensee for the technology or how the potential benefits for them change when the innovating company decides to spin off the venture and to sell it to a syndication of venture capitalists or other corporate investors.

Reframing the role of lead users using the three themes as we did in this study has several implications for theory and practice. From a theoretical perspective, there is a strong need to integrate several streams of literature to explain the role of lead users in radical innovations. Although we limited the focus on three themes to reframe the role of lead users, it is obvious that we have combined the business model approach, the stage-gated funnel and the recently developed insights from open innovation and the user innovation literature. The integration of these different theoretical perspectives goes beyond the purpose of this publication, but we encourage scholars to combine these perspectives into a more general framework that unifies theoretical constructs from the strategy and innovation literature into a more encompassing view how firms have to innovate with external partners. Scholars may be interested in a rigorous analysis of the underlying theoretical frameworks that might lead to a better understanding of the collaboration between innovating firms and their external sources of innovation; in our opinion, we need to analysed interactions with external innovation partners in terms of business models (strategy), transactions costs/value (TCE, network view), networks, (the relational view of the firms), (dynamic) capabilities or competencies (RBV) and uncertainty (real options theory).

There are also a number of practical lessons to draw from our analysis. First, the successful collaboration between innovating companies and lead users should be framed in terms of joint value creation and value appropriation. Recognising the value creation potential of a radical innovation can take a long time. The recognition of new business opportunities based on technology push innovations may take time and sometimes requires a long-lasting relationship between the innovating firm and its lead-users before a viable business model emerges. Hence, lead-users are in many cases as committed to the new development as the innovator itself. Lead-users should also determine how they can appropriate value from the innovation. Their investments in time and money in the development and commercialisation of the new product should ultimately lead to a profitable business. There are two remarks to make here. First, lead-users should claim some kind of exclusivity. The new product cannot be sold to competitors for several years or in several applications or markets. Second, in many cases the business can only be developed when other partners in the value chain get committed. As a result, value network management is a prerequisite for the successful introduction of radical innovation (Normann, 2001; Normann and Ramirez, 1993). Finally, open innovation also offers new challenges for lead users: they are determined to bring a new product to the market but if the innovating company is divesting the investment or if they sell IP or spin-off the venture it might not be so easy to continue. Managers of lead-user companies should be aware of these possible challenges and should negotiate upfront what will happen when the partner decides to exit the venture.
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